SafetyCam
HD Video Telematics Dashcam
70% of accidents are not the fault of
your drivers. Prove it with your most
accurate witness.
More Info

https://www.azuga.com/premium-partner/continental-western-group

Don’t settle for half of the story, see both sides clearly with the
dual facing Dashcam.
When a road event occurs, get the whole picture with the smartest dual-facing camera on
the market. SafetyCam video, backed by the power of Azuga Fleet, provides the tools you
need to keep your drivers on top of their game.

1. Get visibility into unsafe driving activity
Improve safety through alerts and quickly investigate risky
driving video evidence to prevent accidents.

2. Identify and coach high-risk drivers better
Identify at-risk drivers and personalize training and
rewards based on individual driving behavior data.

3. A Comprehensive Fleet Telematics Solution
Combining video with GPS fleet telematics in an easy to use
interface - Save money while knowing what your drivers are doing.
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SafetyCam
80% of car crashes are attributed to
distracted driving. Take the next step
and elevate your fleet’s safety.

1080p HD video
resolution with 140°
road-facing view and
internal cab view

Risky Event Recording:
Hard Braking, Sudden
Acceleration, and
Distracted Driving

Panic button for
manual recording

Built-in microphone
and visual display

Store 48-70 hours of
1080p footage
(expandable based on
video quality)

On-Demand Video
Retrieval

LIVE View streaming

AI Driver Assistance
provides real-time audio
feedback

Distracted Driver
Detection with facial
recognition technology
that works day or night

Ability to add
Multiple Cameras

Parking Mode
Security

WiFi HotSpot to easily
connect all your devices
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